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Abstract—With deeper penetration of distributed energy re-
sources (DERs) in the distribution system, the power flow pat-
terns are becoming more diverse, rendering over-current relays
in distribution systems with potential malfunctioning. This paper
proposes a data-driven approach to design operating strategies
of relays in distribution systems with high penetration of dis-
tributed energy resources (DERs). A support vector machine-
based classifier for the relay setting is introduced. Compared
with conventional over-current relays, the proposed method could
operate more accurately with smaller false alarm rate. It is also
robust to altering system conditions such as load levels and
fluctuating DERs. Numerical studies based on the IEEE 123-
node test feeder illustrate the potential of this approach.

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Background

One of the most fundamental tasks in power systems opera-

tion is to keep the system secure during potential faults. With

deeper penetration of renewables into both transmission and

distribution systems, this task becomes increasingly difficult.

Particularly, the expanding distributed energy resources (DER-

s) reform the distribution grids and pose new challenges on

the secure and reliable operations of distribution systems with

high variability and limited predictability from renewables.

Relays are major devices protecting power system from

faults. Typically, protection relays isolate faults from power

grid and thus reduce negative impacts on other operating

devices. Among a large variety of protection relays installed in

distribution systems, over-current relays are the most widely-

used ones. The operating strategy for conventional protection

relays are often model-based. More specifically, convention-

al over-current relays (in short, over-current relays) operate

according to a current-based characteristic curve, which de-

termines whether to act and the waiting time if action is

necessary. Typical over-current relays operate based on the

magnitude of current and only have one threshold. Such

operating strategy relies on two underlying assumptions: (1)
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the normal-state current is always smaller than the short-circuit

current and (2) faults located closer to the relays cause higher

measured short-circuit current. These two assumptions could

be problematic with increasing penetration of DERs, fluctuat-

ing load levels and more complicated system topology. It is

necessary to design better operating strategies for protection

relays in the increasingly complex distribution system.

B. Literature Review

There has been a substantial body of literature exploring

advanced operating strategies for protection relays with an

increasing amount of DERs into modern power systems [1]–

[17]. Many of them (e.g. [3], [4]) incorporate machine learning

techniques to improve the performance of over-current relays.

Most studies of improving the over-current relays focus on the

aspects of coordination [6], [7], fault detection [18] and fault

section estimation [4], [18]. Among many machine learning al-

gorithms, Support Vector Machine has shown its effectiveness

and efficiency in many power system applications, e.g. electric

market data analysis [19], [20] and wind forecasting [21], [22].

There are also a few references applying the SVM algorithm

to design protection relays [9]–[13]. A closely related work is

[9], where the authors propose intelligent relays based on SVM

and hypothesis testing. Studies in [9]–[13], [17] demonstrate

the effectiveness of SVM on protection relay designing, while

most of them focus on the transmission grid. As suggested

in Section I-A, expanding DERs leads to rising interest in

designing intelligent relays in the distribution system. This

paper is our first attempt to solve this problem.

C. Contribution of This Paper

Motivated by the need to make better use of the streaming

data collected from increasing deployment of sensors and

measurement devices in the distribution grid [23], this paper

proposes a data-driven operating strategy for protection relays.

Conventional over-current relays only utilize the information

of current and require the prior assumption of the network

topology, load level and generation level. The limitation of the

information resources and the prior assumption determining

the performance of over-current relays are usually imperfect

in the increasingly complex distribution system. The proposed

strategy has the following two major advantages over tradi-

tional relays: (1) it is purely data-driven and does not require

any assumptions on the system topology or load levels; and

(2) it makes better use of data. Two types of data in this paper

(i.e. active and reactive power measurements) are considered,
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while the conventional over-current relays only utilize current

measurements. Because of these two advantages, the proposed

SVM-based relays could effectively reduce potential maloper-

ation and misstrip rates.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II

introduces the Support Vector Machine algorithm. Complete

details on the proposed data-driven SVM-based strategy are

provided in Section III. Section IV presents case studies and

a comprehensive comparison between SVM-based relays and

over-current relays. Concluding remarks and future works are

presented in Section VI.

II. SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINE

This section introduces the Support Vector Machine algo-

rithm, which lays the foundation of the proposed SVM-based

relays in Section III.

A. Classification Problem

A classifier is an algorithm to determine the label y given

a feature vector x. The feature vectors with the same label

belong to the same class. A classification problem typically

aims at finding the most accurate classifier. There are in

general two categories of classifiers: parametric and non-

parametric ones. The parameters of a parametric classifier are

often obtained by fitting over a training set, which consists of

both feature and label vectors.

Support Vector Machine is one of the most influential

parametric classifiers. It was first proposed by Vapnik and

Chvervonenkis in 1963, and the standard “soft-margin” formu-

lation was proposed in 1992 [24]. It is built upon a very simple

yet powerful idea: finding an optimal separating hyperplane

with the widest margin as the optimal classifier. The remainder

of this section introduces the SVM classifier in detail.

Note that we restrict our attention to the binary case in this

paper. Namely, the label vector y can only take two values −1
and 1 (y ∈ {−1, 1}).

B. Linearly Separable Case

In this subsection, we assume the existence of at least one

hyperplane separating two classes in the training dataset. The

objective of SVM is to find the optimal separating hyperplane

with the largest margin. Fig. 1 illustrates the basic idea of

SVM.

Let f(x) = wᵀx+ b = 0 depict a separating plane, then for

the feature vectors x with label y = 1:

wᵀx+ b ≥ 1 (1)

Similarly, for the feature vectors x with label y = −1:

wᵀx+ b ≤ −1 (2)

Using the fact that y ∈ {−1, 1}, Eqn. (1)-(2) are equivalent to

y(wᵀx+ b) ≥ 1 (3)

It is straightforward to obtain the width of the separating

hyperplane (i.e. distance between wᵀx+b = 1 and wᵀx+b =

Fig. 1. Illustration of Support Vector Machine

−1) as 2
||w|| , then the SVM classifier is to solve the following

optimization problem:

min
w,b

1

2
wᵀw (4a)

s.t. yi(w
ᵀxi + b) ≥ 1, for i = 1, 2, · · · , n (4b)

where each tuple (xi, yi) is a data point from the training

dataset, and n is the size of the training set.

C. Linearly Non-separable Case

The SVM classifier introduced in Section II-B is under the

assumption that two classes are linearly separable. However,

this would not always happen in the reality. For the case where

two classes are not linearly separable, there are in general

two solutions: (1) incorporating “soft margin”, namely adding

slack variables to tolerate possible classification errors; and

(2) using the “kernel method”, which transforms the linear

boundary to a non-linear one. The following two subsections

introduce each method in detail.

1) Soft Margin: If there does not exist a separating hyper-

plane between two classes, then Problem (4) is infeasible and

thus incapable to find the optimal separating hyperplane in

this case. Vapnik [24] proposed the idea of “soft margin” in

1992 to generalize SVM for the consideration of linearly non-

separable case. In contrast, the linear separable case is often

named “hard margin”.

We introduce slack variables ξi ≥ 0 to each data point

(xi, yi) and relax Eqn. (4b) to be

yi(w
ᵀxi + b) ≥ 1− ξi, for i = 1, 2, · · · , n (5)

ξi will be strictly positive when a misclassification happens,

and ξi = 0 indicates a correct classification. To find the

optimal separating hyperplane, we need to reduce the mis-

classification rate and maximize the margin. The objective of

the hard margin case is generalized by adding a regularizer
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C
∑n

i=1 ξi. Then the SVM classifier with soft margin is to

solve the following problem:

min
w,b

1

2
wᵀw + C

n∑

i=1

ξi (6a)

s.t. yi(w
ᵀxi + b) ≥ 1− ξi, for i = 1, 2, · · · , n (6b)

ξi ≥ 0, for i = 1, 2, · · · , n (6c)

where C is a scalar and smaller C typically implies softer

margins.

2) Kernel Method: Kernel method is another simple yet

powerful idea. It is worth mentioning that kernel method could

not only be applied on SVM, but also on a large variety of

problems, e.g. kernel PCA [25], kernel ridge regression [26] ,

spectral clustering [27]. To have a better understanding on the

kernel method, we first write the Lagrangian dual of Problem

(4):

min
a

L =
1

2
wᵀw +

n∑

i=1

ai[yi(w
ᵀxi + b)− 1] (7a)

s.t. ai ≥ 0, for i = 1, 2, · · · , n (7b)

where ai is the Lagrangian multiplier associated with Eqn.

(6b). Using KKT conditions, we could obtain

n∑

i=1

aiyixi = w (8)

n∑

i=1

aiyi = 0 (9)

Then Problem (7) could be re-written as

min
a

1

2

n∑

i=1

n∑

j=1

aiajyiyj(x
ᵀ
i xj)−

n∑

i=1

ai (10a)

s.t.

n∑

i=1

aiyi = 0 (10b)

ai ≥ 0, for i = 1, 2, · · · , n (10c)

The key idea of the kernel method is to generalize the inner

product xᵀ
i xj in Eqn. (10a) to be Φ(xi, xj). Popular choices of

kernel functions Φ(α, β) include polynomial kernel Φ(α, β) =
(αᵀβ + γ)d, sigmoid kernel Φ(α, β) = tanh(kαᵀβ − δ)
and radial basis function (RBF) kernel (also called Gaussian

kernel) Φ(α, β) = exp(−γ||α − β||2). The RBF kernel has

fewer parameters than the polynomial and sigmoid kernels.

This advantage of RBF kernel often leads to high probability

of finding the optimal hyperplane and less numerical issues

[9].

The kernel method could be applied on the linearly non-

separable case as well. The derivation is almost identical with

the linearly separable case.

III. THE SVM-BASED RELAY

Over-current relays operate according to threshold settings

and depend on the assumptions on topology, generation levels

and load levels. Starting from these assumptions, the fault

current is calculated via circuit analysis. As discussed in

Section I, network topology, generation level and load level

always change with time in the reality. These could render

the operation of over-current relays ineffective and lead to

possible maloperations and misstrips. Motivated by this, we

introduce a novel protection relay in this section. The proposed

data-driven SVM-based relay (in short, the SVM-based relay)

operates based on data-driven criteria and could outperform

over-current relays.

A. Different Conditions for Protection Relays

For a protection relay, there are only two possibilities of a

power system: (1) normal condition; and (2) fault condition.

The emergency condition for a particular relay is a special

case of the fault condition when the fault is happening on the

same line as the relay locates. We term the non-emergency

fault conditions and normal conditions as other conditions1

for simplicity.

There are in general two classes of relays: main relays

and backup relays. Main relays are designed to handle the

emergency condition, and backup relays operate in case main

relays failed to respond to failures in the neighboring lines.

Ideally, a main relay should only operate during emergency

condition to isolate the fault from the power system. And it

should not operate under other conditions. As demonstrated in

Section IV, the SVM-based relay could accurately distinguish

the emergency condition from other conditions, however the

over-current relays have difficulties and could maloperate or

misstrip.

B. Design of the SVM-based Relay

The SVM-based relay is trained over a set of historical

data, which contains both feature vectors and label vectors.

The label vectors contain two classes: class 1 indicating

emergency condition and −1 representing other conditions.

The feature vectors refer to the active and reactive power

measurements from one pair of relays on the same line. This

pair of relays uses the SVM classifier model built by the

training data measured locally to make operating decisions.

More specifically, the feature vectors include the 3-phase

measurements of both active and reactive power on the same

line. Three-phase measurements are necessary because there

might be single-phase or double faults happening. Both active

and reactive power measurements are required since they both

contain information of currents and voltages.

The propose SVM-based relay requires two types of com-

munications (shown in Fig. 2): (1) between a relay and the cen-

tral computer; and (2) within each pair of relays on the same

line. When applied in a real distribution system, measurement

units of the relays send the information to central computer,

mainly including active power and reactive power of each

phase. Based on the most recent measurement data, the central

computer updates the SVM model for each relay and transmits

the updated model to each relay. Since each SVM classifier

is essentially a vector w and a scalar b, the communication

1Most protective relays (even backup relays) only need to identify the
fault condition where faults occurring nearby, rather than identifying all fault
conditions.
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burden is not a concern in this case. Based on the SVM

classifiers, each pair of relays make operation decisions by

the real-time internal synchronous communications.

Fig. 2. Communication Infrastructure

Since the SVM model is updated using real-time measure-

ments, which implicitly considers the impacts of changing

system topology and DERs, the SVM-based relay is able

to handle time-varying system conditions and make correct

decisions. This proposed operating strategy is robust to pos-

sible communication failures between relays and the central

computer. Indeed the communication burden could be further

reduced by transmitting data only when large changes in the

measurements are observed.

IV. CASE STUDIES

This section presents case studies conducted on the IEEE

123-node Test Feeder (Fig. 3). Gridlab-D [28] is used to

simulate the normal and fault conditions and collect data. We

use the Statistics and Machine Learning Toolbox of Matlab

to train the SVM classifier. Section IV-B-IV-D compare the

performance of the SVM-based relay with over-current relays

in three different aspects.

Fig. 3. IEEE 123-Node Test Feeder

A. Simulation Settings

For a thorough performance comparison between SVM-

based relays with over-current relays, we simulate the IEEE

123-node Test Feeder with different settings:

1) Loads are uniformly distributed between 80% and 200%

of the nominal load level. We assume loads are indepen-

dent of each other and samples of loads are independent

and identically distributed (i.i.d).

2) The outputs of DERs are also uniformly distributed

from 80% to 120% of the pre-defined generation level.

Samples of outputs of DERs are i.i.d. The penetration

level of DERs is set to be 40%, i.e. the capacity of all

DERs is equal to 40% of total load in the system.

3) Grounding faults can occur at different locations of

different lines with the same probability. We assume it

is unlikely that two faults happen at the same time.

We generate two independent datasets: training dataset and

test dataset. 45 dB measurement noises are added to both

the training and test dataset. The training dataset consists of

2000 points in the emergency condition and 228000 points in

other conditions. The test dataset contains 500 points in the

emergency condition and 56500 points of other conditions.

The SVM classifier with RBF kernel is trained on the training

dataset. The performance of both the SVM-based relay and

over-current relay is evaluated on the test dataset. In this

paper, we use the average accuracy of all relays in the system

to detect internal faults as the main metric to quantify the

performance. We use maloperation rates to denote the false

positives, i.e. the relay believes there is a fault happening while

it is actually not. We use misstrip rates to denote the false

negatives, i.e. the relay believes no fault is happening while

there indeed is one.

The threshold of conventional over-current relays is deter-

mined by the current value under the following conditions

[29]: (1) fault occurs at the end of the line; (2) fault impedance

is 20 ohms; and (3) load level is 120%, which is the assumed

maximum loading condition for the relay. The over-current

relays operate according to a simple logic with this calculated

current value.

B. Impacts of Different Short-Circuit Impedances

Table I compares the performance with different fault

impedances. Intuitively, high fault impedance would result in

low fault current, which could be smaller than the thresh-

old used in over-current relays. Because of this, high fault

impedance might lead to frequent misstrip of the over-current

relays. As shown in Table I, higher impedance values signif-

icantly increase the misstrip rates of over-current relays. The

results in Table I also demonstrate the robustness of the SVM-

based relays to various fault impedance via the comparison

with the performance of the over-current relays.

The illustration of SVM classifier with the RBF kernel is

shown in Fig. 4. For better illustration, we visualize the SVM

classifier on a 2D plane (single-phase active power measure-

ments from one pair of relays). The red dots represent other

conditions, and green ones denote the emergency condition.

The actual SVM classifier was trained in a 12-dimensional
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TABLE I
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT RELAYS WITH DIFFERENT

FAULT IMPEDANCES

Over-current Relays SVM-based Relays

Fault Impedance (Ohm) 20 200 20 200
maloperation (%) 39.95 37.37 1.66 1.55
misstrip (%) 0.1 9.63 0 4.19

Fig. 4. Visualization of the SVM Classifier (RBF Kernel)

space, which consists of 3-phase active and reactive power

measurements from one pair of relays. Fig. 4 shows a case

where two classes are non-separable, a RBF kernel with soft

margin is applied in this case.

C. Impacts of Load Levels

With an increasing amount of behind-meter PVs and electric

vehicles in the distribution grid [30], the load levels could vary

notably within a short period of time. It is necessary to verify

the performance of the relays under various load levels. We

define normal load level as 80% to 120% of the nominal load

level; high load level refers to 120% to 200% of the nominal

load level. Simulation results are shown in Table II. Conven-

tional over-current relays have much higher maloperation and

misstrip rates with load levels higher than 120%, which is the

assumed load levels for threshold calculation. Results in Table

II reveal the difficulties of over-current relays in distinguishing

high currents caused by faults from high current due to high

load levels. SVM-based relays are around 99% accurate with

different load levels.

TABLE II
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT RELAYS WITH DIFFERENT

LOAD LEVELS

Over-current Relays SVM-based Relays

Load Levels Normal High Normal High
maloperation (%) 39.95 74.12 0.21 1.24
misstrip (%) 0 0.93 0 0

D. Impacts of DERs

Another main challenge in the distribution system is due

to the increasing penetration of DERs [31], [32]. In modern

distribution systems, the power power could be bidirectional

instead of unidirectional in conventional distribution systems.

This could cause maloperation and misstrip and thus pose

new challenges for designing protection systems of distribution

grids. Table III presents the simulation results in two scenarios:

with and without DERs in the distribution system. Compared

with SVM-based relays, over-current relays have much larger

maloperation and misstrip rates. Increasing DERs is similar

with the case of decreasing loads, where both could lead to low

current in normal conditions. The pre-calculated thresholds

of over-current relays might be inappropriate, which could

lead to increasing misstrip rates. SVM-based relays update the

operating rules in real time and the impacts of the penetration

of DERs could be considered by updating classifier models.

TABLE III
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT RELAYS WITH/WITHOUT

DERS

Over-current Relays SVM-based Relays

DERs Without With Without With
maloperation (%) 39.95 28.38 0.44 0.45
misstrip (%) 0 8.97 0 0

V. DISCUSSIONS

A. Pros and Cons

Compared with over-current relays, SVM-based relays have

the following three advantages:

• The operating rule for the SVM-based relay is determined

by the trained SVM model. It is purely data-driven and

does not require any information on the network topology,

load level, etc;

• The SVM-based relay makes better use of available

measurement data. Although only two types of measure-

ments (i.e. active and reactive power) are being used

in this paper, the proposed method is generalizable to

include more types of data (e.g. current, voltage) and its

performance could be further improved.

• The SVM model can be updated in real-time by the

streaming data to maintain high accuracy of operation.

The SVM-based relay proposed in this paper could be further

improved in the following aspects:

• Operation decisions of SVM-based relays depend on the

internal synchronous communications of two relays on

the same line. This might increase the total costs of

SVM-based relays. Furthermore, communication failure

or asynchrony could increase the maloperation or misstrip

rates.

• The SVM-based relay proposed in this paper is designed

as main protection relays. Our future works include

generalizing current design of SVM-based relays towards

backup relays.
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B. Distributed Operation of the SVM-based Relay

The proposed operating strategy above requires a central

computer to update the SVM model based on streaming

measurements. However, we want to emphasize that it is

compatible with operating in a distributed manner. If the smart

relay is programmed to solve a small-scale quadratic program-

ming problem (which is efficiently solvable in polynomial

time), then the central computer is not necessary.

VI. CONCLUSION

Due to increasingly complex system topologies and condi-

tions, over-current relays (e.g. over-current relays) are facing

great challenges. Frequent low fault currents happening in the

distribution system migh lead to high possibilities of misstrip;

changing load level could increase the risk of maloperation; the

penetration of DERs influences the direction of power flow and

could have impacts on both misstrip and maloperation. Poor

performance of over-current relays are mainly due to prior

assumptions, which might be inappropriate in modern distri-

bution grids. In this paper, we propose a novel SVM-based

relay which could make better use of the available streaming

data in distribtion grids and outperform over-current relays.

Case studies on the IEEE 123-node Test Feeder demonstrate

the robustness of the propose SVM-based relays to altering

system conditions such as load levels and fluctuating DERs.
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